Civilian Gallantry List - June 2017

Her Majesty The Queen is pleased to approve the following awards of The George Cross, The George Medal, The Queen’s Gallantry Medal and the Queen’s Commendation for Bravery. The names of those shown below will be published in The London Gazette.

George Cross

Dominic TROULAN, QGM
For saving lives during the Westgate Shopping Mall terrorist attack in Kenya in 2013

George Medal

Bernard KENNY
For his assistance to Jo Cox MP

PC Keith PALMER (deceased)
For confronting an armed terrorist to protect others and Parliament

Queen’s Gallantry Medal

Ian BUGLER
For the attempted rescue of a woman trapped in a cave

PC Craig NICHOLLS
For the arrest of the murderer of Jo Cox MP

PC Jonathan WRIGHT
For the arrest of the murderer of Jo Cox MP

Queen’s Commendation for Bravery

Spencer BELL (deceased)
For attempting to save a life

Chris NORMAN
For subduing an armed man

Allen PEMBROKE
For aiding the victims of the Port El Kantaoui terrorist attack, 26 June 2015

Paul SHORT
For aiding the victims of the Port El Kantaoui terrorist attack, 26 June 2015

Ends

Notes to editors

1. The civilian gallantry list will be published on GOV.UK from 22.30 on Friday 16 June 2017 and in the Supplement to the London Gazette dated Friday 16 June.

2. The George Cross Committee makes recommendations for awards, via the Prime Minister, to HM Queen. Information about levels of award can be found at https://www.gov.uk/honours/types-of-honours-and-awards.

3. Press contacts are as follows:

   ○ Dominic Troulan, Chris Norman, Allen Pembroke and Paul Short - Foreign and Commonwealth Office (stephen.bates@fco.gov.uk).
   ○ Bernard Kenny, PC Craig Nicholls and PC Jonathan Wright - West Yorkshire Police (michelle.flint@westyorkshire.pnn.police.uk).
   ○ Spencer Bell - Cabinet Office (sophie.kimber@cabinetoffice.gov.uk).
   ○ Ian Bugler - Maritime and Coastguard Agency (heather.skull@mcga.gov.uk).
   ○ PC Keith Palmer - Metropolitan Police: Samantha Wickers (samantha.wickers@met.pnn.police.uk).
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